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This game costs less than a can of soda at a vending machine. You get what you pay for.. pretty lame tower defense.. already
loved the first game, but this is like an ultra deluxe version. highly recommendable, even if some healings are difficult.. Wrath
of the Lamb is probably a perfect example of how a DLC to the game should be done. It adds so much new content, expands on
the core game and is just a must have if you are interested in playing the original version of TBOI.

The only bad thing about this is the Eternal Edition, just... \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 FLORIAN,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE ETERNAL EDITION AND \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE ETERNAL D6.

Overall 9\/11, not enough explosions.. Works like a charm. The main reason for buying it was to get my xbox one
controller working. And it did. Great.
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Best game with worst voice acting.. Totally worth the cost, the shiny pots alone seem to be of similar value. An absolute steal if
bought on sale.. Coming from ETS2 it was a bit of an adjustment in terms of "technology". The controls are rather sensative and
can glitch if you over do the programming, especially if your controller (Logitech F710 in my case) had D-Pads and Sticks with
button functionality.

Back to the game:

Yeah, it's pretty challenging. But it really drives home what's needed to drive a big truck. It's not open road or anything. This is
technical training. Parallel parking, reversing, you name it, you might need to learn it.

If you want to just mash a button and drive. This game isn't for you. If you like a challenge. Go for it!. Real bare bones game,
that tricks you into thinking it's something more because of the decent graphics.

Its more like a visual novel with a 3D static hub world to walk around in.

No real interactions with the characters at all, scenes are a black screen with describing text.. Worth it just for the 5 heroes, all
of which are some of the best in the game. The two new environments are great, and the new game mode is really awesome to
have digitally. I highly reccomend this to any fan of sentinels.. you guys srsly need to work on your weapon types and the core
shooter flow. there is no gameplay around regening your HP and so far the weapon types are quite dull. the flow of the game
just gets a bit obstructed by the fact that the only way to regen energy is to kill and there is no way to regen hp (at the start
atleast).

also your default controls are not so comfortable (I didnt use dash at all since it is on middle mouse button - how do you expect
me to fire from both weapons and press the 2nd mouse button?) Yeah - i could change my weapon controls - but having bad
default weapon controls is not a great idea.

also you should work on your aiming controls - you have a limited distance you can draw your cursor and that fells really off and
so far the default mouse sensitivity feels RLY uncomfortable, add that to the fact that the camera rolls around like mad (yeah it
looks funky at start, but later starts to get annoying)

the llama theme and the pun density setting rly made my day. at first it was cringy af, but after 10 minutes i got hooked.

visuals are nice. not the problem spot of the game.

if you want any detailed tips on twin-stick top-down game design you can pm me. i happened to work on a twin stick shooter
myself atm and could share some insight.. Could have been great. Clearly abandoned in its current state. Don't waste your $.
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